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STANFORD, CALIFORNIA

Re: Pill // OUTLOOK

How about Roy Hertz vs. Carl Djerassi (not exactly versus) to comment in their own words about pill, like Jukes/Wurster on BOF

Hertz will already have put down his testimony for the Nelson committee; Djerassi has some thought-provoking commentary on the further issues in the attached.

I think the rational conclusion is that oral-contraceptive research will have to be moved bodily to centers in the underdeveloped countries themselves, so that "products invented there" will diffuse back here, not be "pushed" at them by economic imperialists.

This will require both commercial and govt. support for such programs abroad.

P.S. If you were to publish this dialogue I could more comfortably criticize Djerassi's position while still declaring my close personal ties to him.